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check if an HTTP header contains a
string? I'm having some troubles
checking if an http header contains a
string. I'm using the following code:
if(preg_match('/[\s]*|(\.[\s]+)*\s*$/',
$_SERVER['HTTP_CONTENT_TY
PE'])) { echo'match'; } else { echo
'not match'; } But it's returning 0 and
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'not match' at every time, even if the
header contains the string. The
Content-Type header will be
something like 'text/html;
charset=utf-8' and even though this
header has a string I want to match,
it will return 0 and 'not match' as the
output. I suspect that it has
something to do with this RFC on
the if statement: 4.4 Unary Operator
- The unary operation + is the
complement of the bitwise not
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operator. PHP RFC A: Check this:
$header = "Content-Type: text/html
"; if(preg_match('/\s*(.+):/', $header,
$match)) { echo "headers: ".
$match[1]. " "; } it catches if the
header has
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edited 6 times in total. If you're
confused with all these characters
names, you need to know that these
scenes are from the story arc called
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"The Juni Taisen", which is the first
arc of Sho Aoki. The arc is called
"Daimyougi - All for Love. I highly
reccommend reading the story arc if
you don't want to have your mind
blown. In the other topic, if you look
at the title, you see the following
phrase: "The Way is to The Truth".
This means that Rei doesn't want to
go to the future. My own
interpretation is that this can be
translated to "I don't want to go back
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to the future". Click to expand... I
already saw it. I didn't even know
about these people. But I found out
that this arc involves the tournament.
Since I'm more familiar with the
characters' names, I have the
sensation that this arc is huge in this
series. But this arc is short, so I don't
want to say that this arc is the best
arc in the series. AOTP had the good
point of having the original actors at
the main cast. But I feel that there
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are better arcs of the series than this
one. this arc is the weakest and has
the most laughable plot of the series.
its just because this arc is the first
time saw tanaka in the cast, but it
doesnt change much to aotp. the
characters are hilarious, and if it
wasn't for the middle schooler jokes,
this arc would be a really great
anime. but thats what happened, and
thats why this is the worst anime in
the series. the story is not so good,
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the characters are flawed and has a
hollow plot, the plot is nothing more
than a jumbled mess of a story, on
top of that, the characters forget
things in the middle of an argument,
or the near death experience, and
almost like a magnet it pulls to the
closest life event to the middleschooler, and we just get to witness
at what scale that they are. almost
like they came with their own life
experience that has fed off to their
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